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Introducing our newest blog, "Property Insurance
Coverage Insights"
Robinson & Cole's Insurance and Reinsurance Practice Group is proud to announce the
launch of our newest blog, Property Insurance Coverage Insights, in which we report on
developments in the law of property insurance. Our posts discuss cases from around the
nation on a wide variety of topics of interest to claims professionals and in-house counsel,
including, for example, measurement of the period of restoration in the business interruption
context, coverage for code upgrades, appraisal, and frequently litigated provisions such as the
earth movement and pollution exclusions, and late notice. For instance, our recent posting on
Millennium Inorganic Chemicals Ltd. v. National Union Fire Ins. Co., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
140257 (D.Md., Sept. 28, 2012), discusses a new federal decision that tests the limits of
contingent business (a/k/a dependent properties) interruption coverage.
As an added resource, Property Insurance Coverage Insights features overviews of many of
the key topics discussed in our posts. These include fortuity, ensuing loss, and anti-concurrent
causation. In addition, our new blog addresses developments in the law of bad faith in the
context of property insurance claims. Finally, the blog provides links to other publications and
associations that keep up with developments in the field of property insurance.
We would like to share our blog content with you on a regular basis. To receive e-mail
notifications whenever we post new content, or to add our blog to your RSS feed, you can sign
up on the right-hand side of the home page, under the Stay Connected tab.
We welcome your comments and hope that you find Property Insurance Coverage Insights
helpful in tracking new developments in property insurance and bad faith law.
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